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Technical Note

Erasing a specific Flash Memory region
This Technical Note describes how to erase a part of a Flash
memory with a Python script.

Tool requirements:

ü winIDEA IDE 9.12 / 9.17 / 9.21
ü BlueBox debugger
ü Active Probe / Debug Adapter

Erasing just a portion of a Flash memory device can be achieved with a Python script via isystem.connect API.
The granularity of the erased section depends on the target device. The smallest size of Flash memory that can be erased is
defined with the Flash sector size. To get accurate information about sector sizes of your Flash device, refer to the microcontroller
or Flash reference manual.

Python script example
Script should be used as a reference and changed according to the required operation. Download and unzip the script example via the
link below:

Erase_flash_example.7z

winIDEA Configuration
Follow these steps to run the script in winIDEA IDE:
1. Modify the script according to the required configuration
and save it in the same folder as winIDEA workspace.
The Flash device name should be the same as it is
displayed in the Hardware menu. Example:

2. Enable Flash programming in Hardware menu / Options /
Programming for selected Flash device.
3. Start Debug session (Debug status must be STOP).
4. Select your Python script in Tools menu / External Scripts.
The script will execute the operation.
winIDEA Help - How to run Python scripts in winIDEA
isystem.connect Help - isys::CUMIController Class Reference

More resources
Online Help
winIDEA, isystem.connect and
testIDEA help

Knowledge Base
Tips & tricks categorized by
issue type and architecture

Licensing
How-tos and
troubleshooting tips

Technical Notes
How-tos for winIDEA
functionalities with scripts

Application Notes
How-to notes on advanced use cases

Tutorials
From a beginner to an expert

Webinars
Technical webinars about
iSYSTEM tools with use cases

Video Tutorials
From a beginner to an expert via video

Bite-sized demos
Short video technical how-tos

User Manuals
Hardware reference user manuals

Downloads
Download winIDEA, examples,
isystem.connect SDKs etc.

Support & Repairs
How to report a problem and
troubleshooting tips

iSYSTEM – Provider of tool solutions for

BlueBox – High-speed connection to the

winIDEA

embedded software development and
test. Specialized in the automotive
industry, and any other sector where its
customers place value on functional
safety or the highest level of software

embedded microcontroller platforms that
are based on a variety of processor
architectures,
enabling
flash
programming, on-chip debug and trace.

Development Environment delivers the
visual insights required to debug the
embedded application, performs timing
analysis measures code coverage, and
visualizes RTOS task states.

IDE – Integrated Software
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